21 Roscoe Street
London EC1Y 8PT
Old Street/Barbican underground

Contact: Thomas Cuckle
07949919835
thomas@kunstraum.org.uk
WhatsApp or Insta DM for quick inquiries

Kunstraum (meaning ‘Art Room’) is a
non-proﬁt multi-disciplinary arts space in
London open since 2012. Since August 2020
Kunstraum has dedicated itself to supporting
artists with roots in the African & Caribbean
Diasporas and People of Colour of the world.
Kunstraum is set up to easily accommodate
exhibitions, performance and live music
events, livestreams, ﬁlm and photo shoots,
workshops, talks, ﬁlm screenings and
community events. Check out some possible
conﬁgurations on the following pages.
Kunstraum operates as a Community Interest
Company, offering space for hire for creative
projects. Each commercial hire allows us
to offer free or subsidised space to support
the artists who need it most. Please help us
continue our work for the community by
choosing Kunstraum as your hire venue or
spreading the word about what we can offer.

Music performance: Demigosh (September 2019)

Livestream: BassisTV Pilot – intro by Ras Kwame (September 2020)

Film production: Fﬁon Campbell-Davies (December 2020)

Exhibition: Intalekt – The Masta’s Dojo (April/May 2021)

Dance performance: Adam Moore (July 2021)

Album launch: Dips and Lowu (August 2021)

Key points:
– Zone 1 location close to two tube lines
– A bright daylight space or full blackout
– Well equipped including high quality
soundsystems, lighting and rigging system
– We can source ﬁlm, sound and production
professionals from our community
Studio Roscoe CIC (Trading as Kunstraum)
Company registration: 13331975

21 Roscoe Street
London EC1Y 8PT
Old Street/Barbican underground

Exhibition Setup
Kunstraum has been putting on exhibitions
since 2012 and its one of the things we know
the best. Kunstraum is a very light and airy
space with windows on three sides of the
building and skylights overhead. For visitors
to your exhibition, our proximity to lots of
other galleries and art institutions, as well as
shopping and entertainment spots makes us
attractive to visit.
Kunstraum specialises in producing complex
installation art and video art projects, so
we’re no stranger to intricate set-ups and the
space is equipped for putting on innovative
exhibitions. We’re particularly interested in
hosting interdisciplinary projects which bring
all the artforms together.
Equipment we can provide:
– Overhead adaptable track-lighting with
LED spotlights
– 2 x Celestion 300W wall mounted PA
system with bluetooth connection
– Flexible ceiling rigging system for
suspension of artworks or AV equipment
– Full range of woodwork and metalwork
tools for on-site fabrication (power tool
use by fabrication professionals only)
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Live Music Setup
We’ve been supporting live-music artist
since 2019 and have put on numerous gigs,
livestreams and recording sessions. Artists
who have played at Kunstraum include
Afronaut Zu, Blue Lab Beats, DemiMa, Dips
and Lowu, Ego Ella May, Glor1a, Intalekt,
Shanteh, Shumba Maasai and TINYMAN.
This 100 person capacity space is equipped
with a built-in high-quality PA system and
ﬁxed lighting rig. Stored on site is Intelligence
Unit’s heavy-hitting sound system if you need
big bass (additional equipment hire cost).
Alongside our range of sound equipment
we can arrange local hire of guitar amps,
keyboards and other instruments.
Equipment we can provide:
– 2 x Mackie SR1530 – 3-Way speakers*
– 2 x the box TA18 –18” subwoofer*
– 2 x Celestion 300W speakers - wall
mounted (or used as ﬂoor monitors)
– Allen & Heath SQ5 – 16 channel desk
– 5 x SM58 vocal mics & stands
– 4 x LEDJ - Performer 18 quad LED lights
– 4 x 650W Prelude 16/30 Proﬁle spotlights
– PioneerDJ DDJ-400 controller
*Additional hire cost
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Photo/Film Setup
Kunstraum is a well proportioned studio
for photography and ﬁlm shoot of different
scales. For daylight shoots its a very light
and airy space with windows on three sides
of the building and skylights overhead – the
studio background support is mounted on
our ﬂexible ceiling grid so its easy to change
orientation according to the light you need.
The space can also be set up for full blackout
using window and skylight covers and then
covered with 27 running meters of heavy
Molton black-out curtain.
Equipment we can provide:
– 2 x Bowens Gemini Pro 500 Watt ﬂashes
– 2 x Godox SL150 II LED continuous Light
– 1 x Bowens 140 x 100cm soft box
– 1 x Bowens 100 x 100cm soft box
– 2 x Bowens 60 x 85cm soft boxes
– 4 x lighting stands
– 2 x E-image GH05 ﬂuid head video tripod
– 1 x Manfrotto 055 Tripod with 141RC head
– Colorama background support system
– Black or white 2.7m Colorama paper (free
if undamaged – £10 per meter otherwise)
– Colour rolls available to order same day
(minimum charge £30)
– 2 x Celestion 300W wall mounted PA
system with bluetooth connection
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Screening/Talks Setup
Kunstraum is a great space for talks,
ﬁlm screenings, poetry readings, panel
discussions, and workshops and we have
put on many of each over the years. This 60
person seated capacity space can be arranged
according to your needs, with folding chairs,
cushions on the ﬂoor for more casual seating
or folding tables set up for workshops or
dining events.
Equipment we can provide:
– 2 x Celestion 300W speakers - wall
mounted
– 1 x Panasonic PT-D3500U Projector
1024x768 pixels (XGA)
Fixed-focus (0.8:1) or zoom lens (1.3–1.8:1)
3,500 lumens of brightness
– 5 x SM58 vocal mics & stands
– 40 x folding chairs
– 30 x cushions
– long bench (seats 10)
– 3 x folding trestle tables
– Assorted additional tables & chairs plus
comfy armchairs for speakers and hosts
– 4 x LEDJ - Performer 18 quad LED lights
– 4 x 650W Prelude 16/30 Proﬁle spotlights
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Practical information
Kunstraum is a 1970’s former church hall in a
residential neighborhood around the historic
Whitecross Street Market – a street-food
market open Monday-Friday 11am-2pm.
We are within the congestion zone and have
private parking spaces for 2 smaller cars or
one larger. The space is on ground ﬂoor and
is fairly accessible, but sadly we do not have a
fully accessible toilet.
Kunstraum does not have an alcohol license
and application for temporary licenses is not
possible. Live events are generally BYOB or
you can provide free drinks to guests if you
wish. We have a strict 11pm curfew and we
ask event organisers to make sure their guests
vacate the surrounding area after this time to
prevent disturbance to our neighbors.
We regularly work with a large team of
professionals in our wider community and
will happily recruit a team for your project
including: videographers, photographers, live
sound and recording engineers, live-stream
technicians, set and lighting designers, set
build crews and video editors/graders.
We have 10 years experience of exhibitions,
events production in house and are open to
contracts for full event or ﬁlm productions
from start to ﬁnish.

Main space:
52 square meters

